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f o r  i m m e d i a t e  r e l e a s e

social media search engine  
taps into facebook

social media search engine, Whostalkin,  
(whostalkin.com) recently integrated facebook’s 
new aPi, giving the search tool unrepresented 
reach. Whostalkin is a social media search engine 
that searches real-time conversations from around 
60 different social media gateways. adding face-
book marks a significant step for the almost two-
year-old search company.

along with the facebook addition, Whostalkin, 
is also launching a new aggregation engine, a new 
real time metric, and the ability to export results 
directly from the search tool. 

adapts to rapid social media growth

Joe Hall, founder and Ceo says, “We knew that 
in order to integrate facebook, we would need 
to change the way we aggregate data to facilitate 
large scale searching.” as a result, Whostalkin 
has launched a new aggregation engine that now 
powers their service. Hall says, “We are very happy 
with initial test.” the new engine will allow Whos-

talkin’s developers to easily add new social media 
gate ways over time. “the social web is constantly 
changing, so we wanted our new system to be able 
to change and grow with it.” says Hall. 

monitor conversions and trends

the new aggregation engine has opened doors for 
Hall to launch other features as well. “We are also 
launching a new metric that we think gives a very 
accurate picture of the level of conversations in 
social media.” states Hall. talkrank (see page 2) is a 
new unique metric that gauges the level of conver-
sation in social media. talkrank is different than 
other social media metrics because its based on 
live data. Users can continually check talkrank to 
monitor trends.

along with the new aggregation engine, the search 
tool now also allows for instant exporting of results. 
the search results can be directly exported into 
microsoft excel. in the future the search company 
plans to provide other formats.

http://whostalkin.com


our goal at Whostalkin has always been to deliver 
the most relevant and up-to-date conversations 
in social media. along with this we have dedi-
cated ourselves to aiding our users to form a better 
understanding of the social media landscape. to 
further this pursuit we have developed talkrank. 
talkrank is a simple metric to gauge the popu-
larity of queries in social media. We analyze data 
from twitter, facebook, and blogs to formulate the 
perfect conversation metric.

so how exactly do we gauge conversations? on an 
hourly basis we run analysis on a “seed set” of pop-
ular terms in social media. then we run an indi-
vidual analysis on each query that goes through our 
system. With this analysis we monitor the number 
of updates or postings to twitter, facebook and  
blogs in the past hour. We then use these results to 
compare to our static seed set to form talkrank. 
all of this happens in a matter of seconds using our 
powerful aggregation engine.

did that make sense? if not, maybe the equation 
below will!

talkrank: a simple conversation metric.
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